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Concrete Beam Design
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Q#1 Unfactored dead load on beam from slab

Unfactored load of Slab =   

(given)
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Given that,  ρ  of concrete =150 lb/cu ft

(convert to feet)

Unfactored load of Slab =   

Unfactored load of Slab =   787.5 PLF

Tributary length

(given)

(span of slab / 2)



Q#2 Unfactored dead load on beam from the beam itself

Unfactored load of beam 
=   

(given)
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Given that,  ρ  of concrete =150 lb/cu ft

(convert to feet)

Unfactored load of beam 
=   

Unfactored load of beam =   166.66 PLF

Tributary length

(given) (given) (convert to feet)



Q#3 Unfactored live load on beam, LL

Unfactored live load on Beam =   Floor live load  x  Tributary length

Unfactored live load on Beam =        90 PSF           x  7’

Unfactored live load on Beam =        630 PLF 
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Q#4 Total factored beam load, wu

Total factored beam load wu =   1.2 ( DL) + 1.6 (LL)
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Tributary length

Total factored beam load wu =   1.2 ( 787.5 + 166.66) + 1.6 (630)

(Ans1) (Ans2) (Ans3)

Total factored beam load wu =   1144.992 + 1008

Total factored beam load wu =   2152.992 PLF



Q#5 Factored design moment from the loads, Mu

Factored design moment from the load Mu    
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Tributary length

(Ans4) (span of beam)

=

=   118.684125 k-ft

=   118684.125 lb-ft   /  1000 (convert to k-ft)



Q#6 Distance from the top beam edge to centroid of flexural steel, d

d h

dc

(0.5 x d steel bar)  

d stirrup 
1.5” concrete cover 

dc  =  1.5 + d stirrup  + (0.5 x d steel bar)  

(concrete cover
to protect steel 
from weather )

(given) (given)

dc  =  1.5” + 0.5”  + (0.5 x 1.125)”  

dc  =  2.5625”  

(Bar diameter =  bar size number x ⅛”)

d  =  h    -     dc 

d  =  16    -   2.5625

d  =  13.4375”



Q#7 The final calculated area of steel required , As, min

Ƶ= moment arm = jd = 

ƵEstimating to be 0.9 times of d

(Ans6)

Ƶ   = 0.9 x  13.4375

Ƶ   = 12.09

EQUATION 1 EQUATION 2



Q#7 The final calculated area of steel required , As, min

Use in  Equation 1Ƶ   = 12.09

12.09

As  =  

(Ans5 in 
inches)

(fy in 
KIPS) (Ƶ)(table 

21.2.1)

= 2.1814

Use this in  Equation 2

2.18

a  =  

Step 1

= 2.5663

Put this ‘a’ back in equation 1 to 
confirm if the new As is in the 
range of 2% to previous As



Q#7 The final calculated area of steel required , As, min

Use in  Equation 1a = 2.5663

As  =  

(Ans5 in 
inches)

(fy in 
KIPS) (Ans 6)(table 

21.2.1)

Is this within 2% of As = 2.1814?
Yes.
Hence, this is the answer

Step 2

(a)

= 2.1698

= 2.1698



Q#8 Number of rebars used 

A steel bar  #9 = 1.00

(ASTM chart)

Required number of bars = As req / A steel bar 

Required number of bars = 2.1698 / 1 
(Ans 7)

= 2.1698 

= 3 (round off to higher integer)



Q#9 Final area of flexural steel used, As, used  

As used = Bars used x  A steel bar

As used = 3   x       1

As used = 3 sq.in

A steel bar  #9 = 1.00

(ASTM chart)

(Ans 8)



Q#10 Minimum required area of steel, As, min  

As, min = 

(WHICHEVER IS HIGHER)

OR 

= 232.37 > 200

Hence, we use

= 232.37 (10) (13.4375) / 60000

= 0.5204



Q#11 Depth of concrete stress block, a

Calculate ‘a’ for As used (Ans 9)

= 3(60) / 0.85 (6) (10)

= 3.5294 in



Q#12 Factor beta_1

β 1   =

β 1   = 0.75



Q#13 Distance to neutral axis from top of the beam, c

c  = a / β 1 

c = 3.5294 / 0.75 
(Ans 11) (Ans 12)

  = 4.705



Q#14 Strain in flexural steel, epsilon_t

= 0.0055

= ((13.4375 - 4.705) x (0.003)) / 4.705

(Ans 6) (Ans 13) (Ans 13)

> .0005  (Hence under Tension control)



Q#15 Strength reduction factor, phi

Since the member is under Tension 
control, we use phi = 0.9 as our strength 
reduction factor



Q#16 Tensile force in the flexural steel, T

(Ans 9) (given)

= (3 x 60000) / 1000

(convert to ksi)

= 180



Q#17 The nominal bending moment, Mn

= 180 ( 13.4375 - (3.5294/2))

(Ans 6)

(Ans 11)

(Ans 12)

= 2100.83



Q#18 The factored bending resistance, phi Mn

= (phi x Mn) / 12   

(Ans 15) (Ans 17)

= (0.9 x 2100.83) / 12

= 157.56

(convert to K-FT)



Any Questions?
Contact: gehlot@umich.edu


